



























































































































































































































































































S12： 同じように IからABへ垂線 IRを下ろします。





























































































































動作の具体的な指示 11 （21.6%） 15 （51.7%）
動作指示の補助  3 （ 5.9%）  8 （27.6%）
動作指示には関係ない発話  9 （17.6%）  4 （13.8%）
数学的ではない表現 24 （47.1%）  2 （ 6.9%）
擬態語を用いた表現  4 （ 7.8%）  0 （ 0.0%）
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算数•数学科に特徴的な説明の型の構造を取り入れた説明活動
The Activities for Explanation Characteristics of Mathematics: 
An Attempt to Nurture the Ability of Explanations in the University Students 
of Educational Teaching Course
Takahiro SASAKI
School of Education, Tokyo University of Social Welfare (Ikebukuro Campus), 
2-14-2 Minami-ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
Abstract : According to the government curriculum guideline of elementary schools on March in 2008, nurturing 
the ability to consider and express logically is put emphasis on all of the subjects.  The education of arithmetic and 
mathematics is also supposed to be a part of the language education, and various activities of language are required 
in the study of mathematics.  Although most of the educational practices by language face toward children, teachers’ 
explanations in the class are carried out based on the language activities.  In mathematics class, the language is required 
not only to correctly express and define the terms, but also to explain the phenomenon.  The former items can be learned 
in mathematics class.  However, the case of study on latter item, i.e., explanation of phenomenon, is comparatively few. 
Considering these situations, the author inspected the ability of explanations on the mathematical phenomenon in the 
university students of educational training course, and the “structural patterns of explanation” was attempted to nurture the 
ability of explanation.
(Reprint request should be sent to Takahiro Sasaki)
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